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Abstract
Alcohol addiction and stress are both highly prevalent health conditions impacting our
society. With stress on the rise in college students and alcohol addiction impacting 19.7 million
Americans as of 2017, communication around the science of these issues is ever important
because of stigma around them. This digitally animated video effectively explains alcohol
addiction and stress on a neurobiological level with college science students as the audience,
including two important examples of how stress and alcohol addiction interact. Stress
experienced early in life is a known risk factor in developing addiction due to dysregulation of
the reward pathway and altered limbic brain regions. Furthermore, corticotropin-releasing factor,
a neuropeptide crucial in initiation of stress response pathways and present throughout the limbic
brain regions, contributes to the continued administration of alcohol as well as heightened
anxiety addicts experience during withdrawal. Ultimately this video aims to improve mental
health by increasing awareness around alcohol addiction and stress, as well as inspire college
students to pursue further neuroscience knowledge.
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Introduction
This thesis project about the neuroscience of alcohol addiction and stress is a unique
combination of science communication, neuroscience, and design. The final product is a digitally
animated video that tells the story of the neuroscience of stress and addiction and the points in
the brain at which they intersect. This thesis is much more than just a scientific paper. It is
personal, it is filled with passion, and ultimately it reflects my cumulative experience and growth
throughout my time at Scripps College. As a fellow college student who has seen the demons of
stress and addiction, I believe the stigma around these issues must end. Knowledge is powerful
in not only combating the stigma, but also in healing. Understanding predispositions to and risk
factors for addictive behaviors is important in attempting to recover from an alcohol addiction or
help reduce stress. Through effective communication tools, this video aims to provide inspiration
to college students to pursue knowledge around these issues, not only to further science, but to
embody empathy towards those who are battling with mental health.
The motivation behind this thesis is three pronged. First, this video is personal. I hope to
work in the field of science communication, and this video creation is an opportunity to gain
experience for this field of work. I aim to share my passion for and understanding of
neuroscience and make this knowledge more accessible to the general public, both in this video
and in my future career.
Second, this video can be used as a learning tool. Throughout my college career, much of
my own academic growth has been centered around understanding how I learn best. I believe
that each student is capable of learning complex material if it is presented to them in a way that
supports their learning style, and I am passionate about understanding these individual
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differences in learning. I value the direction of academia at liberal arts schools that is moving
away from purely lecture based learning, beginning to incorporate more alternative methods of
consuming information. Research suggests that videos can be an effective learning tool as they
offer a graphical, auditory, and visual component for various kinds of learners (Sevian and
Gonsalves, 2008). This project has the potential to be impactful to science students as a
supplementary classroom educational tool.
Finally, the video is targeted towards college students as viewers. Stress and addiction are
both highly prevalent mental health conditions impacting our society. Stress is on the rise in
current day college students, with the American Psychological Association reporting 61% of
students seeking counseling services for anxiety and 45% of students seeking counseling services
for stress as of 2017 (Winerman, 2017). While addiction is not on the rise, addiction affected
19.7 million Americans as of 2017, with 74% of those individuals being subject to alcohol
addiction (Bose, 2017). As mental health issues continue to affect millions of lives each year,
this video can be informative about these ever important mental health conditions. I hope college
students will not only gain knowledge, but also empathy in supporting individuals who are
experiencing stress and addiction.

Science Communication As a Means for Addressing Mental Health
Science gains power with understanding from the general public, in particular students.
The scientific challenges such as population growth, climate change, disease, and rising mental
health conditions are critical for the future of the world (Sevian and Gonsalves, 2008).
Furthermore, building awareness and knowledge around the science of mental health conditions
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is important in developing empathy and validity around these issues (Clark et al., 2016)
(Corrigan and Wassel, 2008). This video intends to not only be a science education resource for
college students, but a method to increase awareness around the mental health conditions;
addiction and stress. In communicating this scientific material, trust is very important, both of
the source of material, and the method of communication (Weingart and Guenther, 2016). This
visual video presented by a college student studying neuroscience gains validity by a fellow
student presenting the information. Furthermore, it will be an effective learning tool through the
use of visual animation, aiming to inspire many young scientists to embody empathy around
mental health.
Focus on effective science learning at the higher education level is also important. Strong
methods of science communication at the college level have been seen to improve retention rates
of material, as well as ensure higher numbers of qualified and diverse scientists who want to go
into the field. Furthermore, some students are even inspired to become science educators
themselves. Overall, effective teaching and communication of science is not prioritized at the
college level, with poor science teaching cited as the top complaint by university students at 83%
of higher education institutions surveyed (Sevian and Gonsalves, 2008). Sevian and Gonsalves
further presented research on the most effective methods of science communication. They found
that well organized and goal oriented presentations, interaction with the audience, and dividing
the audience’s attention between verbal and visual information, as well as providing imagery
during presentation were best. Together, these science communication techniques lead to higher
retention rates, building trust with students, and creating lasting mental images for the audience
(Sevian and Gonsalves, 2008) (Clark et al., 2016). Finally, studies have shown the importance of
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professors possessing not only scientific content knowledge, but pedagogical knowledge as well.
Pedagogical knowledge includes structuring content clearly, awareness around student’s prior
knowledge, ability to provide feedback, moving at a pace that allows retention of knowledge,
and prioritizing the classroom learning speed, according to Sevian and Gonsalves’ rubric (2008).
Finally, methods used to communicate science must be explicitly designed to increase
younger generations’ awareness. Evidence-based communication tools that engage the audience,
build rapport, and leave the audience inspired are vital. Studies have found that engagement in
science education at the K-12 levels is beneficial for; student’s learning, further engagement in
and enthusiasm around scientific study, and breaking down the barrier between scientists and the
general public (Clark et al., 2016). Furthermore, these educational outreach programs were seen
to improve scientists' communication skills as well as their abilities to come up with novel
research or hypotheses and design experiments (Feldon et al., 2011) (Clark et al., 2016). The
pressure scientists face to continually produce papers and present novel research is clear, but
focus on improving science communication skills and engagement in science outreach is also
vital in furthering scientific progress (Clark et al., 2016) and decreasing the prevalence of and
stigma around mental health conditions.

Alcohol Addiction
Understanding the neural basis of alcohol addiction and stress, including overlapping
brain regions, pathways, and molecules, is critical to developing knowledge around these mental
health conditions. Addiction is defined as a substance dependence or reward deficit disorder
(Koob, 2008) and is characterized by an increase in emotional and psychological stress,
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otherwise known as “negative effect,” a decrease in behavioral control, an increase in
impulsivity, and an increase in chronic stress (Sinha, 2008). This chronic stress experienced
during addiction is a risk factor for developing maladaptive behaviors (Sinha, 2008). Addiction
extends to an array of addictive drugs and even objects beyond alcohol, specifically, addictive
tendencies towards technology seem to be on the rise in humans (Hamissi et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, alcohol addiction, or alcohol-use disorder as the DSM-5 has named it (Cooper,
2014), is still the most prevalent substance of abuse (Bose, 2017).
Alcohol use disorder is said to have two distinct components compared to healthy
consumption of alcohol: tolerance and dependence (Sommer and Spanagel, 2012). Tolerance is
defined as a decrease in behavioral or intoxicating effects when an addicted individual consumes
alcohol (Sommer and Spanagel, 2012). In other words, when an individual becomes addicted to
alcohol, they must increase their dose of alcohol consumed to achieve the same effect of
intoxication. Dependence is an increase in withdrawal symptomatology and has both a physical
and motivational component. The major withdrawal symptoms experienced by those who are
dependent on alcohol include anxiety, dysphoria, irritability, and disruption of sleep (Sommer
and Spanagel, 2012). When an individual develops both a tolerance of and a dependence to
alcohol, they generally engage in chronic consumption of alcohol (Koob, 2013).

Cycles of Addiction
There are two well characterized cycles in which addiction operates, crucial in
understanding how addiction develops. Alcoholism is not an individual constantly being
intoxicated, rather, it is a mental health condition that undergoes a cyclical progression. The
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three stages included in this cyclical model are the preoccupation/anticipation,
binge/intoxication, and withdrawal/negative effect stages shown in Figure 1 (Koob, 2013). While
this cycle of addiction is seen in each drug of abuse, the binge and intoxication state is prolonged
in alcohol addiction due to the oral administration method of alcohol consumption (Sommer and
Spanagel, 2012). Furthermore, the brain regions involved in the withdrawal/negative effect phase
are particularly important in understanding continued administrative behavior of alcohol. In
addicted individuals, these brain regions; the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis (BNST), and the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA), become altered (Koob,
2008).

Figure 1 Schematic of addiction cycle highlighting three phases (Koob, 2013)
Alcohol addiction is also seen to operate in a cycle alternating between impulsive and
compulsive behavioral patterns (Koob, 2013). Impulsive behavioral patterns are said to occur in
the initial phases of addiction and include a rotation between feelings and behaviors of
tension/arousal, impulsive acts, pleasure/relief/gratification, and relief/guilt/self reproach (Koob,
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2013). As an individual moves to the compulsive behavioral stage, typically during the terminal
phase of the addictive cycle, this individual will experience anxiety and stress, repetitive
behaviors, relief of stress and anxiety, and finally obsessions in a cyclical manner (Koob, 2013).
Both of these addictive cycles and the feelings in each respective schematic are important in
understanding the continued administration of alcohol, characteristic of addicts.

Figure 2 Second schematic of a cycle of addiction depicting the change from impulsive control
to compulsive control of individuals consuming alcohol chronically (Koob, 2013)
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Table 1 Brain region abbreviations and functions. These regions are important in understanding
the development of alcohol addiction, the reward pathway, stress response pathways, limbic
brain regions, and how alcohol addiction and stress overlap
Abbreviation Brain Region

Function

NAcc

Nucleus accumbens

Located in the hypothalamus and involved
in processing rewarding stimuli

VTA

Ventral tegmental area

Origin of dopaminergic cell bodies involved
in the reward pathway and other
dopaminergic pathways

PFC

Prefrontal cortex

Involved in a wide variety of executive
functions, including reward initiated
decision making and assessment of
consequences

BNST

Bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis

Limbic forebrain region involved in
mediating neuroendocrine, autonomic, and
behavioral responses (Crestani et al., 2013)

CeA

Central nucleus of the amygdala

Located in the amygdala, the CeA is
involved in processing of painful stimuli,
mediating fear and anxiety responses, as
well as serving as a major output source of
the amygdala (Kalin et al., 2004)

PVN

Paraventricular nucleus of the
hypothalamus

Activated by physiological changes
including stress and involved in many
autonomic responses (Ferguson et al., 2008)

Reward Pathway
The reward pathway, otherwise known as the mesolimbic dopamine pathway, is further
important in understanding the development of alcohol addiction. There are two components
thought to be involved in reward: “wanting” and “liking.” Dopamine, the chemical associated
with pleasure and many other functions throughout the body, is the main neurotransmitter
involved in the reward pathway, alongside GABA and glutamate (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013).
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Specifically, dopamine is responsible for mediating the “wanting” phase in addiction (Berridge
and Robinson, 1998). Berridge and Robinson showed this through dopamine antagonist studies
in mice where an individual's desire to seek either food or drug was altered, but hedonic
palatability seemed unaffected (Berridge and Robinson, 1998). When a non-addicted individual
encounters something rewarding, such as alcohol, limbic regions of the brain become activated
(Gilpin and Koob, 2008). Further, the ventral tegmental area (VTA) produces dopamine, and
releases dopamine onto neurons in the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), depicted in Figure 3. Finally,
dopaminergic neurons from the NAcc innervate the neurons in the prefrontal cortex (PFC),
where a positive association is made between the behavior of consuming alcohol and the release
of dopamine or this pleasurable experience (Heshmati and Russo, 2015).

Figure 3 Diagram of mesolimbic pathway highlighting dopaminergic, glutamatergic, and
GABAergic neuronal connections (Stanton et al., 2018)
Dopaminergic neurons from the VTA also innervate neurons in the hippocampus and
allow for positive formation of memories to be made (Heshmati and Russo, 2015). When a
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non-addicted individual seeks alcohol again, there are positive associations between consuming
alcohol, dopamine release, and the euphoric effects of alcohol, causing alcohol consumption to
be under the control of positive reinforcement (Gilpin and Koob, 2008).
In individuals who are addicted to alcohol, this reward pathway becomes dysregulated. In
contrast to acute consumption of alcohol, chronic consumption of alcohol is under the control of
negative reinforcement (Koob, 1992). Addicted individuals consume alcohol to alleviate the
negative effect or anxiolytic feelings that occur during the withdrawal phase in the cycle of
addiction, not because of the positive, euphoric feelings and dopamine release occurring
following alcohol consumption (Gilpin and Koob, 2008). The dysregulation of the reward
pathway is behind this change from positive reinforcement to negative reinforcement control in
the development of addiction. Reward circuitry becomes dysfunctional due to constant activation
occurring with chronic alcohol administration, ultimately making reward circuitry less sensitive
to hedonic stimuli (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013). Furthermore, in addicted individuals there is
an enhanced decrease in dopamine when alcohol or the positive stimulus is removed during
withdrawal. Compulsive behavior to seek alcohol is then triggered in order to alleviate this
depletion of dopamine, highlighting negative reinforcement control of the withdrawal phase
(Koob, 2013). This compulsive behavioral response to dopamine depletion is key to
understanding the cycle that leads to a dysregulated reward pathway.
This dysregulation of dopaminergic transmission in the mesolimbic system occurs, in
part, through alcohol’s actions on GABA pathways and DAT receptors. GABAa receptors are
abundant throughout the mesolimbic dopamine system and are involved in influencing dopamine
levels throughout the reward pathway, as seen in Figure 3 (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013)
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(Stanton et al., 2018). Acute ethanol consumption inhibits actions of GABA interneurons in the
ventral tegmental area (VTA). This causes VTA dopaminergic neurons to be disinhibited and an
increase in dopamine release in the NAcc is seen (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013). This suggests
that during chronic consumption of alcohol, VTA dopaminergic neurons are not as likely to be
disinhibited and therefore there is less dopamine released in the reward pathways of addicted
individuals. Additionally, DAT receptors, dopamine reuptake transporters throughout the reward
pathway, particularly in the NAcc, are seen to be down regulated in alcohol dependent rats (Hirth
et al., 2016). DAT receptors are known to be plastic, and human imaging studies suggest that
with decreased receptor density, there are decreased levels of circulating dopamine throughout
the reward pathway (Volkow et al., 2004). Altogether, this evidence further confirms
dysregulation of reward pathways on a molecular level that lead to negative reinforcement
motivation to consume alcohol in addicts.

Alcohol’s Actions on GABA and Glutamate
The development of alcohol addiction, as well as alcohol as a depressant, are best
understood through alcohol’s actions throughout the nervous system on a molecular level.
Ethanol, or the alcohol that we humans consume, acts as a central nervous system (CNS)
depressant. Studies have shown that when alcohol is administered, it acts on both GABAergic
and Glutamatergic neurons (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013). GABA is the main inhibitory
neurotransmitter in the CNS (Koob, 1992), while glutamate is the most prevalent excitatory
neurotransmitter in the brain (Lovinger and Roberto, 2013). Neither GABA nor glutamate are
specific to one brain region, but rather are prevalent throughout the nervous system. GABA acts
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on both ionotropic and metabotropic GABA receptors. The GABAA ionotropic receptor is where
ethanol perpetuates GABA’s inhibitory actions. When GABA binds to the GABAA receptor,
there is an increased flow of negatively charged chloride ions into the nerve cell, decreasing the
likelihood for a cell to reach the threshold for an action potential to occur (Koob, 1992). With
acute alcohol administration, ethanol molecules bind to GABAA receptors and enhance further
postsynaptic inhibition (Lovinger and Roberto, 2013). Additionally, studies have shown that
administration of GABAa receptor antagonists decrease some of the depressant behavioral
effects of ethanol (Koob, 1992). Finally, the decrease in likelihood of an action potential is
mechanistically showing alcohol’s actions as a CNS depressant as GABAergic neurons become
less active (Koob, 1992).
When administration of alcohol becomes chronic, GABAergic systems develop a
tolerance to ethanol molecules. In order to experience the depressant actions of alcohol such as
euphoria, decreased anxiety, and sedation, an addicted individual must consume larger amounts
of alcohol (Koob, 1992). In addicts, ethanol no longer potentiates the release of GABA. In fact,
studies have shown a decrease in GABA release when an addicted individual consumes alcohol
(Lovinger and Roberto, 2013). Further, postsynaptic GABAa receptors are altered and develop a
decreased affinity for the binding of ethanol molecules (Lovinger and Roberto, 2013).
In terms of glutamate, ethanol inhibits glutamatergic neurotransmission (Lovinger and
Roberto, 2013). Glutamate acts on both metabotropic and ionotropic receptors, with ionotropic
receptor types including NMDA, AMPA, and kainate receptor subtypes. Upon acute
consumption of alcohol, ethanol inhibits all classes of the ionotropic glutamate receptor, with
most significant effects seen at the NMDA and kainate receptors. This further explains the
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depressant actions of alcohol as glutamate is an excitatory neurotransmitter. On the other hand,
when consumption of alcohol becomes chronic, the glutamatergic ionotropic receptors also
develop a tolerance to the ethanol molecules and are no longer inhibited by ethanol. In fact,
presynaptic glutamate release as well as NMDA receptor actions are seen to be increased
(Lovinger and Roberto, 2013). While alcohol acts as a depressant upon acute consumption,
addicted individuals experience different actions of ethanol molecules due to their chronic
consumption. Alcohol’s actions on the molecular level, as well as the development of addiction
through the reward pathway, results in escape from the cyclical consumption of chronic alcohol
incredibly difficult, evident by the many individuals who continually struggle with this mental
health condition.

Stress Responses
Neuroscience background on different stress responses is needed to make connections
between stress and alcohol addiction. While stress is a commonly used term and an understood
feeling among the general population, it’s hormonal, biological, and behavioral components are
not understood by many. Stress is defined by Dr. George Koob, an expert in the field of the
neuroscience of stress and addiction, as the response to demands on the body (Koob, 2008). In
other words, stress is the body adjusting to reinstate homeostatic balance. Generally there are
considered to be two different kinds of stressors: physical and psychological stressors. Physical
stressors put strain on the body and include experiences such as extreme cold temperatures,
chronic illness, and pain, while psychological stressors are experiences humans perceive as
negative or threatening, including emotional strain and cognitive stress (“Stressors – CESH /
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CSHS,” n.d.). Additionally, stress is also categorized as acute or chronic, with acute stress being
for a short period of time, while chronic stress is a prolonged endurance of a stressor (Jankord
and Herman, 2008). When an individual encounters a stressor, the first step is the brain
perceiving the type of stressor. As seen in Figure 4, the brain activates different neural circuits
depending on if it is a physical or psychological stressor, but ultimately a stress response is
triggered (Godoy et al., 2018).

Figure 4 Stress responses involved in perception of and adaptation to physical and psychological
stressors (Godoy et al., 2018)
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There are many different ways in which a stress response occurs in the body. Generally,
stressors that are physical demands on the body trigger an autonomic stress response while
psychological stressors tend to cause both a physical and cognitive stress response. Brain regions
specifically involved in responses to psychological stressors are the prosencephalic nuclei,
components of limbic circuits such as the PFC, amygdala, hippocampus, PVN, VTA, and NAcc
regions of the brain, with many GABAergic interneurons connecting PVN to limbic brain
regions (Godoy et al., 2018). Furthermore, hormonal stress pathways are well understood as
stress responses in the body. They include the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, or HPA axis,
which secretes glucocorticoids, and the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary axis, or SAM axis, which
secretes epinephrine and norepinephrine. These two systems coordinate as the slow acting and
fast acting stress responses, respectively, and work together to reinstate homeostatic conditions
by releasing hormones that induce physiological and behavioral changes (Figure 4) (Godoy et
al., 2018).
The HPA axis response to a stressor is a slow acting, hormonal response (Godoy et al.,
2018). Activation of the HPA axis begins in the periventricular nucleus (PVN) of the
hypothalamus, considered a limbic brain region. Corticotropin releasing factor, or CRF, an
important molecule in understanding the intersection of stress and addiction, is synthesized and
then released from the PVN (Logrip et al., 2011). CRF in the blood stream then binds to CRF
receptors present on the anterior pituitary gland, causing synthesis of adrenocorticotropic
hormone inside the anterior pituitary and then release into the circulatory system (Logrip et al.,
2011). Finally, upon detection of high levels of adrenocorticotropic hormone circulating, the
adrenal glands paired with the autonomic nervous system cause cortisol and corticosterone to be
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released (Jankord and Herman, 2008). Further, the PVN and anterior pituitary of the HPA axis
are under control of negative feedback regulated by the PFC and hippocampus. When this
negative feedback system becomes dysfunctional, as it does during chronic stress or other
neuropsychiatric disorders, including addiction, the NAcc can become less active, and a positive
feedback system now operates, resulting in overload on the stress system and high levels of
circulating glucocorticoids (Godoy et al., 2018).
The SAM response to a stressor is also a hormonal response, but is considered the fast
acting stress response associated with the autonomic nervous system. Activation of the SAM
pathway also begins with neurons projecting from the PVN, as well as locus coeruleus (LC),
amygdala, and rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) to preganglionic sympathetic neurons
present in the dorsal column of the spinal cord (Murison, 2016). This activation of the
sympathetic nervous system turns on a variety of signaling pathways, specifically causing
changes in blood vessels, glands, tissues, visceral organs, and smooth muscles. In the SAM
pathway, the adrenal medullary glandular tissue is responsible for synthesizing and finally
secreting norepinephrine and epinephrine into the body upon activation. Higher levels of
circulating norepinephrine and epinephrine bind to the adrenergic G-protein coupled receptors,
resulting in increased alertness, increased glucose production, and other physiological changes
(Godoy et al., 2018). Beyond physiological actions, studies have shown norepinephrine’s
involvement in dopaminergic signaling of the reward pathway, crucial in the development of
alcohol addiction (Weinshenker and Schroeder, 2007).
In addition to hormonal responses to stressors, knowledge around the brain’s specific
response to psychological stressors is critical in understanding addiction. Dopaminergic neurons
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involved in the reward pathway are also involved in the perception of psychological stressors
(Godoy et al., 2018). Increased firing of dopaminergic neurons innervating the NAcc from the
VTA was seen in mice who were conditioned to be susceptible to social stress (Chaudhury et al.,
2013). Additionally, the LC-Norepinephrine (LC-NE) system is crucial in interpretation of
stressors in coordination with the PVN of the hypothalamus. Specifically, the LC-NE system is
seen to be involved in regulation of stress induced anxiolytic behaviors via CRF. When an
individual encounters a stressor there is release of CRF in the LC, by activation from the PVN,
resulting in NE release throughout forebrain regions. Furthermore, CRF release from the LC is
regulated by circulating corticosteroid levels. This coordination of the HPA axis and LC-NE
system is important in individual’s having flexible behavioral responses to stressors when in
different environments (Godoy et al., 2018), as well as providing an example for
extrahypothalamic actions of CRF. While there are many pathways that are involved in the
perception of stressors, many of these brain regions and pathways overlap not only with each
other, but also brain regions and neural pathways involved in addiction.

Early Life Stress
Substance use disorders are disproportionately experienced by individuals who have
experienced early life stress (ELS), therefore understanding the dysregulation of brain stress
systems that lead to addiction is crucial to ending this vicious predisposition. ELS is generally
defined as chronic stress occurring during a critical period during development, and includes
abuse, neglect, adoption, and other traumatic experiences (Maniam et al., 2014). Individuals who
have experienced ELS are 21% more likely to develop a substance use disorder as an adult (Roos
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et al., 2018). Additionally, upon exposure to chronic stress, ELS individuals in particular see
lasting brain alterations, while adults experiencing chronic stress do not at the same rate (Godoy
et al., 2018). Further evidence has shown that there is a correlation between the number of
stressful early life events and the age of first drink. And a younger age of first drink further
correlates with an increased likelihood of becoming addicted to alcohol (Schmid et al., 2010).
Altered brain structures involved in perception of psychological stressors and emotional
processing is one way in which individuals who have experienced ELS are predisposed to
developing addiction (Godoy et al., 2018). For example, human and primate studies show
individuals who have experienced ELS show reduced hippocampal size (Pechtel and Pizzagalli,
2011) (Karten et al., 2005) (Hanson et al., 2016), as well as exaggerated early development and
increased dendritic size of neurons in the amygdala as children (Roos et al., 2018). Roos et al.
further showed that reductions in hippocampal volume lead individuals to be at risk of
depression and lead to disruptive behaviors. This increased risk of depression is correlated with
an increased likelihood of being in a negative emotional state, a step in the cycle of addiction
(Roos et al., 2018). Additionally, the early development of the amygdala seems to lead to
heightened reactivity of the amygdala, altered emotional processing and stress perception
abilities, and eventual early cell death in the amygdala. Due to these altered limbic brain
structures, individuals who have endured ELS are more likely to be in a negative emotional state.
As alcohol is used as a coping mechanism to suppress this negative emotional state by addicts,
ELS individuals are more likely to become addicted (Roos et al., 2018).
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Figure 5 Limbic brain regions; important in emotional processing, memory consolidation, and
perception of emotional and stressful stimuli. Critical in understanding dysregulation of neural
pathways seen in ELS individuals (Roxo et al., 2011).
In addition to regulation of emotional processing, ELS is seen to affect reward pathway
neural networks (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011) (Hanson et al., 2016). When ELS individuals
were exposed to rewards such as money or positive social cues, there was reduced activation of
brain regions involved in processing rewards (Roos et al., 2018). This altered perception of
rewarding stimuli appears to be correlated with the dysregulation of reward circuitry seen when
an individual develops addiction, further highlighting how ELS individuals are predisposed to
developing addiction (Roos et al., 2018). This dysregulation of reward circuitry is likely due to
the chronic stress endured by ELS individuals. Human and primate studies show that when an
ELS individual undergoes chronic stress, there is reduced firing of dopaminergic neurons along
the reward pathway, specifically those that innervate the PFC. On the other hand, there is
increased firing of dopaminergic neurons connecting the VTA and NAcc seen in susceptible
mice who have undergone chronic social stress (Chaudhury et al., 2013) (Godoy et al., 2018).
While studies have shown findings with upregulation and downregulation of dopamine levels
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throughout the reward pathway, dysregulation of the pathway is clear. In conclusion, ELS
individuals have altered neural activity pertaining to reward circuitry, stress perception, and
emotional processing, predisposing them to being in a negative emotional state more frequently
and more likely to develop alcohol addiction given the same exposure to alcohol.

Corticotropin Releasing Factor (CRF)
CRF’s control of stress response pathways as well as other actions throughout the
nervous system contributes to an individual maintaining addictive consumption of alcohol
(Koob, 2008). CRF acts on both the hypothalamic and extrahypothalamic level during the
withdrawal phase of addiction to maintain addictive behaviors. On the hypothalamic level, CRF
acts on the well known HPA axis to control alcohol consumption. Generally, upon acute
consumption of alcohol, there is increased activation of the HPA axis. On the other hand, when
dependence to alcohol has developed, there is decreased activity of the HPA axis, implying
dysregulation (Logrip et al., 2011). While there is decreased activation of the HPA axis during
consumption of alcohol, when an addicted individual is in the withdrawal phase of the addictive
cycle, there is an increase in CRF release in the brain, triggering a stress response via the HPA
axis (Roberto et al., 2017). Furthermore, studies have shown that when a CRF antagonist is
administered to mice undergoing the withdrawal phase of addiction, there are lower rates of self
administration. Increased activation of the HPA axis via hypothalamic CRF during the
withdrawal phase leads to motivation to consume more alcohol (Logrip et al., 2011).
CRF’s main actions in maintaining addictive behavior are on the extrahypothalamic level.
Extrahypothalamic CRF is involved in mediating negative reinforcement mechanisms involved
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in the withdrawal phase of addiction. Increased CRF plays a crucial role in this negative
emotional state, as CRF is seen to increase likelihood of relapse in both rat and human studies
(Figure 6) (Lê et al., 2000) (Logrip et al., 2011). This increase in likelihood to relapse is due to
the withdrawal phase of addiction being characterized by increased anxiety. In other words, the
withdrawal phase is under control of negative reinforcement. When an individual is in ethanol
withdrawal, CRF is released in the amygdala, triggering a stress response via the SAM pathway,
as well as heightened anxiolytic feelings (Roberto et al., 2017) (Lê et al., 2000). Furthermore,
when a CRF antagonist was administered, the anxiety experienced during withdrawal, excessive
drug intake associated with dependence, and stress induced reinstatement of drugs are all
blocked (Koob, 2008).

Figure 6 Increased CRF release seen in extended amygdala during withdrawal paired with an
increase in anxiolytic feelings and an increase in relapse potential (Logrip et al., 2011)
CRF has additional limbic system involvement: control of the reward pathway, further
connecting a neuropeptide crucial in the stress response and alcohol addiction. CRF has effects
on dopaminergic neurons in the reward pathway. Specifically, VTA dopaminergic neurons
express CRF receptors and receive CRF input from limbic forebrain regions and the PVN.
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Furthermore, an increase in CRF results in increased firing of these dopaminergic neurons via
the fast acting NMDA glutamate receptor. This suggests that increased CRF levels may lead to
dysregulation of an individual’s reward circuitry (Lovinger and Roberto, 2013).
GABA, whose actions are enhanced upon consumption of alcohol, is also involved in
modulating extrahypothalamic CRF concentrations, and vice versa. GABAergic activity has been
seen to increase CRF in the amygdala. Additionally, CRF has been seen to affect GABAergic
transmission. Specifically, CRF is thought to enhance GABA’s postsynaptic inhibitory actions
(Koob, 2013) (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013). As GABA’s actions are altered upon consumption
of alcohol and CRF is a factor in influencing stress responses as well as withdrawal and relapse
behavior, the influence of the two molecules on one another may act to maintain addictive
behaviors.
Finally, differences in genes coding for the CRHR1, a type of CRF receptor, have been
indicated to increase the likelihood of an individual developing addiction. The CRHR1 is a
G-protein coupled receptor and known to mediate behavioral stress responses via binding of
CRF (Heinrichs and Koob, 2004). Genetic variation in this CRHR1 can lead to heavy alcohol
drinking associated with stress. Rat studies and initial human studies have shown that
upregulation of CRHR1 in limbic regions were related to alcohol drinking motivation, ultimately
driving excessive alcohol intake. Furthermore, CRHR1 moderates the impact of childhood stress
exposure on drinking age onset in humans. Finally, the T allele encoding for the CRHR1 has
been seen to have a protective effect for developing addiction (Schmid et al., 2010). In all, this
evidence is suggesting a genetic predisposition to developing addiction due to mutations in a
receptor involved in stress response.
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CRF, the neuropeptide involved in initiating stress responses as well as acting throughout
limbic regions of the nervous system, contributes to maintenance of addictive behaviors in many
ways. This neuropeptide’s actions on the HPA axis, amygdala, GABA, the reward pathway, as
well as genetic variations in the CRHR1 receptor are all important in understanding it’s actions
in increasing likelihood of consuming alcohol, heightened anxiety during the withdrawal phase
of addiction, as well as other behaviors that perpetuate the cycle of addiction.

Conclusion
Understanding brain systems involved in stress is crucial to understanding the
development and maintenance of addictive behaviors. While there are many examples that can
explain the intersection of stress pathways and the development of alcohol, CRF actions
throughout the nervous system and the chronic stress endured during ELS, highlight important
understanding around dysregulation of the HPA axis and reward pathway, in addition to
heightened anxiety during the withdrawal phase of addiction. Knowing these predispositions to
and risk factors for maintaining the addictive behaviors is important in attempting to combat the
disease and help reduce stress. In conclusion, this project communicates the knowledge of how
stress and addiction can contribute to one another, many times in a cyclical fashion. In this day in
age, addiction is manifesting in many different ways as our world becomes more and more
isolated with technology. I hope this video can be used as a resource and inspire continued
education around the topics of stress, addiction, and mental health as a whole. Furthermore, I
hope this video is another step in combating the stigma around mental health, while increasing
empathy around stress and addiction by viewers.
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Video Transcript
Introduction
Speaker: Stress and addiction are both highly prevalent mental health conditions impacting our
society. Stress is on the rise in current day college students, with the American Psychological
Association reporting 61% of students seeking counseling services for anxiety and 45% of
students seeking counseling services for stress as of 2017 (Winerman, 2017).
Speaker: With the exception of opioids, addiction rates have been rather stable over the past
decade (Abuse, 2015). However, 19.7 million Americans battled with a substance use disorder in
2017, with 74% of those individuals battling alcohol addiction (Bose, 2017).
Speaker: There is a great deal of evidence that stress increases the probability of developing
alcohol addiction. This video will explain the widely accepted neuroscience behind stress
response pathways and the development of alcohol addiction. To highlight the connection
between stress, and the development and maintenance of alcohol addiction, research of two
examples will be explained: Early Life Stress and its changes on the brain that increase the
chance of developing alcohol addiction, as well as Corticotropin Releasing Factor, or CRF, a
neuropeptide involved in the stress response pathway and contributing to an increased negative
emotional state experienced by addicts during withdrawal from alcohol.
Speaker: So, first off, what is alcohol addiction? Alcohol addiction is considered a substance use
disorder or reward deficit disorder (Koob, 2008). Generally, alcohol addiction is characterized by
an increase in emotional and psychological stress, a decrease in behavioral control, an increase in
impulsivity, and an increase in chronic stress (Sinha, 2008).
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Speaker: Alcohol addiction affects individuals via a cycle of three stages: the
preoccupation/anticipation stage, the binge/intoxication stage, and the withdrawal/negative
effects stage (Koob, 2017)
Speaker: And, what is stress? Stress is defined as the body’s response to demands that disrupt
homeostasis in an attempt to maintain homeostatic conditions (Koob, 2008).

Explanation of Alcohol Addiction and Stress Pathways
Speaker: There are three crucial components to understanding alcohol addiction: How addiction
develops, the reward pathway, and where alcohol acts on the brain.
Speaker: Addiction develops because addicts gain both a tolerance of and dependence to
alcohol. Tolerance is when more alcohol is needed to reach intoxication, while dependence
includes symptoms such as anxiety, dysphoria, hyperalgesia, and disruption of sleep that occur
during the withdrawal stage of addiction (Lovinger and Roberto, 2013).
Speaker: The mesolimbic dopamine pathway, better known as the reward pathway, is also
crucial in understanding the development of alcohol addiction. When an individual first
consumes alcohol, their drinking behavior is under control of positive reinforcement, where
alcohol induced euphoria becomes associated as a pleasurable reward stimuli (Gilpin and Koob,
2008). Dopamine is a neurotransmitter in the brain that is involved in this “wanting” phase of
reward (Berridge and Robinson, 1998). When alcohol is administered, or even thought of,
dopamine is produced in the ventral tegmental area, or VTA, of the brain. The VTA has
dopaminergic neurons that connect to, or innervate, the nucleus accumbens (NAcc).
Dopaminergic neurons from the NAcc synapse to the prefrontal cortex, where associations
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between behavior and their consequences are made (Heshmati and Russo, 2015). The VTA also
has dopaminergic neurons that innervate the hippocampus, where memories are created, and
thereby making positive associations between consuming alcohol and the euphoric experience
that occurs following consumption (Gilpin and Koob, 2008). The consumption of alcohol at this
phase is under the positive reinforcement of euphoria.
Speaker: In addiction, the consumption of alcohol is now under the control of negative
reinforcement: addicted individuals consume alcohol to alleviate the feelings of withdrawal
(Sommer and Spanagel, 2012) (Gilpin and Koob, 2008). As an individual begins to develop an
addiction, this reward circuitry becomes dysfunctional due to constant activation of the
mesolimbic dopamine pathway (Söderpalm and Ericson, 2013). In terms of the reward circuitry,
there is decreased dopamine in the ventral striatum, where the NAcc is located, during
withdrawal. This triggers compulsive behavior of individuals to consume more alcohol to
alleviate this depletion of dopamine (Koob, 2013).
Speaker: Finally, alcohol’s actions on the nervous system. Alcohol acts as a central nervous
system depressant, by acting on the two most prevalent neurotransmitters of the brain: GABA
and glutamate (Koob, 1992).
Speaker: When GABA binds to the GABAa receptor, it is inhibitory by allowing negative
chloride molecules to enter the cell, making the nerve cell more negative and decreasing the
probability that an action potential will occur (Koob, 1992). Ethanol molecules, the alcohol that
we drink, binds to GABAa receptors and perpetuates the inhibitory actions of GABA. This
decreased likelihood of an action potential is what makes ethanol a CNS depressant.
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Speaker: Now that we have a better understanding of how alcohol acts and addiction develops
in the brain, it is interesting to explore who is likely to develop addiction. Experiencing chronic
stress early in life is one risk factor for developing addiction (Roos et al., 2018). Now, let’s take
a look at the brain stress response.
Speaker: There are several stress response pathways in the brain. They include activation of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, or HPA axis, which signals for the release of
glucocorticoids, and the release of norepinephrine and epinephrine via the
sympathetic-adrenal-medullary, or SAM, pathway in a hormonal response to stress. Behavioral
responses to stressors generally involve activation of limbic regions of the brain (Godoy et al.,
2018) When the HPA axis is activated, first, corticotropin releasing factor, or CRF, is released
from the periventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus. Second, CRF triggers production and
release of adrenocorticotropic hormone from the anterior pituitary, and finally
adrenocorticotropic hormone causes glucocorticoids, namely cortisol, to be released from the
adrenal glands and trigger a slow acting physiological response to stress (Maniam et al., 2014)
(Koob, 2008). CRF can also be released in extrahypothalamic regions. Specifically, CRF
released in the amygdala and other limbic brain regions, is known to be involved in the
behavioral response to stressors (Koob, 2009).

Early Life Stress
Speaker: So how do the stress response pathways and alcohol addiction interact? There are
many ways in which stress has been hypothesized to interact with addiction and vice versa, this
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video will just focus on two components: Early Life Stress and Corticotropin Releasing Factor’s
involvement in both stress and alcohol addiction.
Speaker: Early life stress is a known risk factor for developing addiction (Hanson et al., 2016).
Adults who have experienced early life stress are 21% more likely to develop some kind of
addiction compared to those who have not (Roos et al., 2018).
Speaker: In order to understand how early life stress increases the chances that an individual
will develop an addiction, it is crucial to understand the limbic regions of the brain.
Speaker: The limbic system is involved in emotional processing, memory consolidation, and
perception of emotional and stressful stimuli. There are many brain regions considered to be a
part of the limbic region, but most research pertaining to addiction and stress has focused on
actions of the amygdala, hypothalamus, and hippocampus.
Speaker: Individuals who have endured ELS show alterations in limbic brain regions and a
reduced ability to process difficult emotions, suggesting a causal relationship. Human and
primate studies show limbic brain alterations due to ELS include reduced hippocampal size
(Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011) (Karten et al., 2005). The hippocampus innervates important brain
regions involved in the stress response, emotional processing, and reward including the
amygdala, PFC, and HPA axis (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011).
Speaker: Additionally, altered amygdala volume, and altered long term connectivity in the
amygdala region has been seen. In kids experiencing ELS, dendritic spines of neurons increase in
size in the amygdala. However, as adults these same individuals experience early cell death of
these extensive neural connections in the amygdala (Roos et al., 2018). This altered structure and
connectivity of limbic regions negatively impacts emotional processing. Alcohol can be a way in
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which individuals cope with these negative emotional states such as stress, depression, and
anxiety (Roos et al., 2018).
Speaker: Early life stress can also lead to long term dysregulation of the reward circuitry
involved in addiction (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011) (Godoy et al., 2018) When an individual has
experienced ELS they are more likely to have decreased motivation and an increase in hedonic
or pleasure seeking behavior (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2011). Furthermore, when individuals who
have endured ELS encounter rewards such as money or positive social cues, there is decreased
activation of reward circuitry compared to controls (Hanson et al., 2016) (Sinha, 2008). This
appears to be correlated with the dysregulation of reward circuitry seen when an individual
develops addiction, highlighting how ELS individuals are predisposed to developing addiction
(Roos et al., 2018).
Speaker: Finally, dysregulation of the HPA axis has been shown in individuals who have
experienced ELS. Glucocorticoids, released from the adrenal glands, are responsible for negative
feedback mechanisms in the HPA axis via glucocorticoid receptors located in the hippocampus,
hypothalamus and anterior pituitary. This negative feedback is important in adapting and
recovering from stress. However, chronic stress, like that experienced during ELS can lead to
dysregulation of these negative feedback mechanisms and result in high levels of circulating
glucocorticoids (Maniam et al., 2014).
Speaker:
In conclusion, given the same alcohol exposure, an individual who has experienced stress early
in their life is...
1. More likely to be in a negative emotional state
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2. More likely to use alcohol to cope with this negative emotional state or stressors
3. And given the alcohol use, more likely to become addicted

Corticotropin Releasing Factor
Speaker: Corticotropin releasing factor is also a crucial factor in understanding how stress and
addiction are connected. Corticotropin releasing factor, or CRF, is involved in regulation of
anxiety behaviors through the HPA axis as well as acting in extrahypothalamic brain regions
(Logrip et al., 2011). CRF controls both hormonal and sympathetic responses to stressors via the
HPA axis and other stress response pathways (Koob, 2008).
Speaker: At the hypothalamic level, CRF plays a role in the administration of alcohol. When the
production of corticosterone is blocked by decreased CRF, reduced alcohol self-administration is
seen (Logrip et al., 2011). Rodent studies suggest that increased activation of the HPA axis leads
to increased self administration of alcohol (Logrip et al., 2011).
Speaker: CRF also acts on the extrahypothalamic level. In order to understand CRF’s actions on
the extrahypothalamic level, we have to go back to the three stages in the cycle of addiction.
CRF, plays a crucial role in the negative emotional state or withdrawal phase of addiction by
increasing the likelihood of relapse (Lê et al., 2000) (Logrip et al., 2011). When an individual is
in ethanol withdrawal, CRF is released in the amygdala, triggering a stress response (Roberto et
al., 2017).
Speaker: The negative emotional state or withdrawal phase of addiction is characterized by
increased anxiety. According to rodent studies studies, this increased anxiety is thought to be a
result of the increase in CRF present in the amygdala. This increased anxiety thereby increases
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the likelihood that an individual will self administer alcohol during withdrawal (Koob, 2008).
Furthermore, when a CRF antagonist, a chemical that blocks the actions of CRF throughout the
body, is administered, the anxiety experienced during withdrawal, excessive drug intake
associated with dependence, and stress induced reinstatement of drugs are all blocked (Koob,
2008).
Speaker: Finally, there are several other mechanisms by which CRF may be involved in
addiction. First off, GABA, whose actions are increased upon consumption of alcohol, have been
seen to increase CRF in the amygdala (Koob, 2008). CRF has also been seen to affect
GABAergic transmission. CRF affects dopamine neurotransmission in the VTA, involved in the
reward pathway, potentially leading to the dysregulation of the reward pathways seen in addicted
individuals. VTA dopamine neurons express CRF receptors, while the VTA receives CRF inputs
from both limbic forebrain and PVN hypothalamic regions of the brain (Lovinger and Roberto,
2013). Lastly, there are several other chemicals that interact with CRF and have been seen to
further contribute to this negative emotional state including norepinephrine, dynorphin,
neuropeptide Y and urocortins (Sommer and Spanagel, 2012).

Conclusion
Speaker: This video is a broad overview of some of the many factors that link stress and
addiction. These are serious mental health conditions impacting our society that need to be better
understood among the general population. This message is particularly important for college
students because of rising rates of stress and anxiety, as well as new exposure and pressure to
engage in various drugs and alcohol seen in the college student population. Understanding
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around stress and addiction will not only foster a culture of empathy towards those struggling
with mental health, but will also work to combat psychiatric stigma while providing increased
knowledge to inform decisions around drugs and alcohol use (Pinfold et al., 2005). Ultimately,
the hope is that this video left you with a deeper understanding of how alcohol addiction and
stress operate and interact on a neurobiological level. Listed below are a list of addiction and
mental health resources, please contact these resources if you are in need of support. Both of
these experiences can be incredibly isolating, but you should know you are not alone. Thank you
for watching and please remember to take care of yourself!
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Video
https://scrippscollege.box.com/s/sra0m8ui8k3pg406qztvpl15ahkbi0c5
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